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============================================================= 
Welcome to the English Academic Technology Bulletin. This monthly 
publication of the English list communicates basic information regarding the use 
of technology in the preparation and imparting of instruction. The English list is a 
closed, moderated list restricted to the staff of the English Department of the 
College of Humanities of the University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras campus and 
other authorized users. If you are interested in subscribing to the English list or 
contributing content to the bulletin, please notify Alicia Pousada 
(apousada@earthlink.net), the list moderator. To post to the list, just Reply to this 
message. Remember that what you post will go to every subscriber. 
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========================================================== 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
Phase 2 of the English Department’s lab proposal which aims to update the 
Screening Room and Computer Room, among other things,  is temporarily on 
hold until the Academic Technology Fund (administered through the Rector’s 
office) is unfrozen.  Rest assured that all of your software and equipment 
requests have been included, but we just don’t know when we are going to be 
able to get the necessary money to purchase them.  We are still waiting for 6 
laptops and a scanner that were promised to us from Phase 1, so this new delay 
is just par for the course around the UPR.  We’ll keep you posted as to progress 
in this arena. 
 
The English Department’s web site at http://humanidades.uprrp.edu/ingles.htm 
provides an excellent resource for conference announcements and calls for 



papers.  Just click on the News tab at the top of each page.  This list is updated 
regularly. Any announcements to post in this section should be sent to 
apousada@earthlink.net. 
 
========================================================= 
 
NEWBIES CORNER 
 
Are deleted files really gone? 
 
A common misconception is that deleted files are completely removed from the 
hard drive. Users should be informed that data can still be recovered from a hard 
drive after deletion because the data have not really disappeared. First of all, files 
deposited in the recycle bin (on PCs) or the trash can (on Macs) stay there until 
these are emptied. Secondly, even after the garbage is flushed out, the files are 
still on the hard drive and can be retrieved with data recovery software.  
 

How can this be possible? When files are deleted, what is actually erased is a bit 
of information that points to the  file’s location on the hard drive. The operating 
system uses these pointers (or flags)  to build the file allocation table or directory 
tree. When a pointer is erased, the corresponding  file becomes invisible to the 
operating system, but it still exists. With the right “sniffing” software, you can 
retrieve the “invisible”  files.  Examples of recovery programs include: PC 
Inspector, which you can download  at no cost from:  
http://www.pcinspector.de/file_recovery/UK/welcome.htm), and Recover My 
Files, which is  available at: http://www.download.com/Recover-My-Files-Data-
Recovery/3000-2248-10100794.html?tag=xdlx-txt.Recover_My_Files. Note: PC 
Inspector only works for systems that utilize FAT32 file allocation system, not 
NTFS (which is typical of Windows XP).  Recover My Files is free to try, and then 
you have to pay $67.00 to keep it. 

 

The only way to completely erase a file without a trace is to overwrite the data. 
Over time, the operating system overwrites files that have no pointers in the 
directory tree structure, so the longer they remain on the hard drive, the greater 
the chance  of overwriting, but this may take a while during which time the data 
are vulnerable.  The "file erasing" software products currently on the market 
essentially obliterate files by writing random strings of O’s and 1’s on top of them. 
A good, easy-to-use freeware file eraser is: Eraser 5.3 available at:  
http://www.tolvanen.com/eraser. Another freeware file eraser which also recovers 
files is:   
Restoration v2.5.1 downloadable 
at:4http://www.pcworld.com/downloads/file_description/0,fid,23108,00.asp. 



 
[Sources: 
http://www.webopedia.com/DidYouKnow/Hardware_Software/2002/Erasing_Dele
ted_Files.asp and  
http://help.isu.edu/disppage.php?doc_id=182&cat_id=82 ] 
 
========================================================= 
 
How can I be spamming myself? 
 
You find an offer for making millions stuffing envelopes at home in your e-mail 
inbox with your own e-mail address as the sender of the message which you are 
pretty sure that you did not send yourself. How did this occur? 
 

This is done through a process known as e-mail spoofing (which is different from 
outright identify theft). The spammer manually constructs the e-mail header and 
puts your e-mail address as the sender. This is done to provoke you to read the 
e-mail and/or click on the hyperlinks contained in the e-mail.  Sometimes the 
spammers want you to buy a product, but other times they just want you to click 
on the link contained which tells them that this is a live account belonging to an 
inquisitive user. They can then sell your e-mail address to other spammers who 
will send you more spam from a different source. Sometimes both these reasons 
are operative. The technique also allows the spammer to bypass filters set up 
through the e-mail client, since most people don’t filter out e-mails sent to them 
by themselves.  

 

The strategy of self-sending spam relies on the emotional appeal of receiving an 
e-mail with one’s own name on it. Such e-mails have been demonstrated to be 
read in greater numbers than e-mail originating from unknown sources. Natural 
human curiosity compels the recipient to want to know how he/she has sent 
him/herself a spam e-mail, resulting in the necessary clicks that yield the prize for 
the spammer.  

 

If you want to go after these spammers, go to:  http://www.spamcop.net/fom-
serve/cache/19.html for an explanation of how to read the header information for 
the more popular e-mail clients. 

[Source: 
http://www.webopedia.com/DidYouKnow/Internet/2003/SelfSentSpam.asp ] 

 



================================================= 

Are spyware programs really that bad? 
 
Spyware programs take root on computers unbeknownst to their owners and act 
in troublesome ways once ensconced there. They were developed by marketers 
to gather personal data for use in targeted ad campaigns. They can deliver 
legions of pop-up ads, redirect people to strange search engines, slow down 
systems by sapping resources, alter crucial system files, or even steal personal 
information.  Users usually pick them up like fleas or lice when they download 
free games, freeware, or .mp3 songs and consent to hidden clauses within a 
licensing agreement. These programs are embedded in certain shareware and 
freeware programs because that's the only way some independent software 
developers can acquire funds. Since users agree to the downloads, legal 
authorities have a hard time intervening. One of the most annoying traits of 
spyware programs is their ability to reinstall themselves even after being cleaned 
out, since they have command fragments riding on the backs of other programs.  
 
 
Up until recently, this variety of malware (or bad code) was more of a nuisance 
than anything else; however, lately, it’s becoming the scourge of the Internet and 
causing as many or more problems than viruses do.  According to Microsoft,  up 
to one-third of application crashes on Windows XP computers are due to 
spyware, and AOL estimates that such programs cause some 300,000 Internet 
disconnections per day.  [Source: 
http://start.earthlink.net/newsarticle?cat=2&aid=1031062605_5311_lead_story.]  
According to a study carried out by America Online Inc. and the National Cyber 
Security Alliance, spyware can be found on 80% of all computers.  [Source: 
http://start.earthlink.net/newsarticle?cat=2&aid=D862BQ1G0_story]. 
 
 
There are a number of programs that you can use to scan your machine for 
spyware.  Yahoo offers Anti-Spy in its downloadable toolbar for free at: 
http://toolbar.yahoo.com, while AOL and EarthLink provide their programs 
(Spyware Protection and Spyware Blocker, respectively)  to paid subscribers. 
Microsoft's Service Pack 2 security upgrade for Windows XP warns users of 
spyware programs before they are loaded. SpywareGuard v2.2 informs you if 
you have any spyware on board and gives you detailed instructions for getting rid 
of it:                
[http://www.pcworld.com/downloads/file_description/0,fid,22955,tk,hsx,00.asp 
].Other excellent anti-spyware tools you can download for free from the Internet 
are SpyBot Search and Destroy  
[http://www.safer-networking.org/en/index.html], AdAware SE Personal Edition 
1.05  [http://www.download. com/3000-2144-10045910.html],  and SpySweeper  
http://www.pcworld.com/downloads/file_description/ 0,fid,22934,00.asp. A very 
useful web site for locating more reliable freeware programs is: Spychecker.com 



[http://www.spychecker.com ] which has a box in which you type in the name of a 
suspicious program, and the web site tells you if it’s spyware or not.  
 
 
For those who don’t mind paying and who want a really effective way of dealing 
with spyware, RegFreeze may be of interest. It costs $29.95 and is available 
from Actual Research at: www.actualresearch.com. It works by freezing the 
registry and blocking the spyware programs from the keys that control which 
programs launch at startup. It prevents spyware programs from changing the 
home page and prohibits their installation as BHOs (Browser Helper Objects). Its 
database contains more than 12,000 spyware definitions, and it scans memory, 
running processes, the file system, and the Registry to locate and remove known 
spyware. 
 
 
In case you still have doubts about the need to do spyware scans, an example 
may convince you. There’s a new spyware program called Cool Web Search that 
can drag your home system almost to a halt. This little beauty  redirects your 
browser and Google to CoolWebSearch related pages, causes enormous 
Internet Explorer slowdowns, adds sites to your IE Trusted Zone you didn't add, 
produces popups in Google and Yahoo, gives  error messages at startup 
mentioning WIN.INI or IEDLL.EXE, and what’s worse, makes it impossible for 
you to access the usual antispyware tools or sites. Luckily, there’s a freeware 
cleaning program called CWShredder 2.0. which you might want to run on your 
computer just to check if you have that nasty thing lurking in your system.  You 
can get it at: http://www.intermute.com/spysubtract/cwshredder_download.html.  
 
 
Take spyware seriously!  It can make the difference between enjoying your 
computer and wanting to throw it out the window. 

===================================================== 

INCORPORATING TECHNOLOGY INTO YOUR TEACHING 
 
Altx.com 

This edgy web site is described as “where the digerati meet the literati.”  It  
contains submissions to the  alt-x press  (e-books, palm titles, print on-demand),  
electronic book reviews  (a review forum on new media art & theory),  alt-x audio 
(experimental compositions known as sonic architectures),   black ice fiction 
(degenerative prose for the hungry masses),  hyper-x (net art exhibitions), 
histories of internet art (fictions and factions), and  virtual imprints (archives). It 
also allows for reader feedback.  If you’re interested in avant garde cultural 
expression, this is the site to visit.  http://www.altx.com 



=============================================================
================== 

Etymology sites 

If you or your students are ever in need of a good place to look up word 
etymologies (or “the wheel ruts of language” as one site puts it,  here are a few 
sites that may fit the bill. 

Etymologically Speaking - a constantly updated list of word etymologies in 
English and related languages www.westegg.com/etymology 

Online Etymology Dictionary - online search for word origins based on a variety 
of sources.  www.etymonline.com 

Pandora's Word Box - ancestry of words compiled from mythology, Sanskrit and 
other roots. http://members.aol.com/genfir1/intro.htm 

WordOrigins.org - devoted to the origins of words and phrases. 
http://www.wordorigins.org 

=================================================== 

Typing accent marks in web mail 

If you’re working on your Hotmail, MSN, Yahoo, or other web-based e-mail 
program in Spanish and you want to type in the accent marks and upside-down 
punctuation,  there’s no need to memorize complicated number codes or open up 
your word processing program. Just go to: http://spanish.typeit.org. This handy 
little program allows you to prepare your text in a window, marking all accent 
marks with simple Ctrl + vowel  or symbol combos.  Then you copy, cut, and 
paste your text into your e-mail program and send out a professional looking 
Spanish e-mail.   
 
========================================================= 
 
Bilingual chats 
 
Chatting on-line has many pedagogical benefits for language learners. To see 
how bilingual chatting between English students of the University of Puerto Rico 
and Spanish students of North Carolina State University works,  go to: 
http://www4.ncsu.edu/~mldarhow/bilingual_chat_community/index.html and 
explore. 
 
====================================================== 
 



Watching TV on-line 
�
Watching international TV is a great resource for students learning a foreign 
language. CTube! is a program that allows you to view over 1700 channels of 
TV, live video channels, and web cams on your computer along with the capacity 
to search among more than 2 million videos.  To download a free limited CTube! 
evaluation copy, go to: http://pcwnl.pcworld.com/t/266606/25977770/756352/0 . 
Note: this program requires a fast Internet connection (DSL, cable modem, or a 
network like ours at the UPR).  Slow dial-up users should not bother, since the 
results will be disappointing. 
�
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Virtual seminars on World War I poetry 
 
For an interesting series of virtual seminars on World War poetry (in particular 
the works of Isaac Rosenberg, Wilfred Owen, Rupert Brooke, Siegfried Sassoon,  
Edward Thomas,  and the works of little known women poets of the era), go to: 
http://www.oucs.ox.ac.uk/ltg/projects/jtap, and follow all the links.  There’s a 
wealth of information to be had, including an introduction to the poet/topic�� � 
featured poem appropriate to the seminar's theme, some literary criticism of the 
featured poem, other relevant information or texts, related poems, and access to 
the WWI Poetry Discussion Board.  
 
================================================== 
 
MAC NUGGETS 
 
 
Quotables 
 
"DOS computers manufactured by companies such as IBM, Compaq, Tandy, and 
millions of others are by far the most popular, with about 70 million machines in 



use worldwide. Macintosh fans, on the other hand, may note that cockroaches 
are far more numerous than humans, and that numbers alone do not denote a 
higher life form."    — New York Times, November 26, 1991. 
�

"Mac users swear by their Mac, 
PC users swear at their PC."  

[Source: http://www.gdargaud.net/Humor/QuotesComputer.html#Hardware ] 
 
============================================================ 
 
Cherry OS--Mac simulator 
 

Microsoft's Virtual PC software has long been available for Mac users who want 
to run Windows applications on their Macs, but the inverse only became a reality 
very recently.  Maui announced this week the release of Cherry OS, an emulator 
which allows PCs to run Mac OS X.  Cherry OS has full network capabilities and 
complete access to the host computer's hard drive, CPU, RAM, FireWire, USB, 
PCI, PCMCIA bus, Ethernet networking, and modem. Supposedly, it runs at 
about 80 percent of the performance of the host CPU.  One possible advantage 
of this program is that if PC users use Mac software to get e-mail, they will be 
able to avoid the viruses, Trojans and spyware that target Windows-based 
computers. Cherry OS is available as an online download costing $49.95. Get it 
at: http://www.cherryos.com 

===================================================== 
 
The Mac Skeptic 
 
PC World has an interesting column called The Mac Skeptic written by Rebecca 
Freed. In this month’s issue, Ms. Freed reports that recently Apple sent out small 
set of patches for OS X.  She asks, does this mean that hackers are taking aim 
at Macs now? Read her article exploring the reasons for the patches and 
speculating on the future for Mac users.  This is followed by a review of Opera’s 
alternative Mac browser. Both are available at:  
http://www.pcworld.com/news/article/0,aid,118128,tk,dn101504X,00.asp 
 
================================================== 
 
TIPS FOR WINDOWS USERS  
 
 
Password safety 
 



Think your data is safe behind a Windows password? Unless you've changed the 
defaults, anyone can boot your PC from a floppy or CD-ROM and plunder the 
paths of your hard-drive. To really keep you files safe, password protect boot-up 
itself so that your PC boots only with your authorization. To enable the boot up 
password, open your PC Setup program by pressing , usually, Delete, F1, or F2. 
Look on setups' main menu for User Password, security Settings, or similar,. 
When prompted, enter the password of your choice. For your next notebook 
machine, consider one with the TheftGuard BIOS-based security system. Theft 
Guard tracks and disables a notebook when it first connects to the internet after 
being reported stolen. 
 
[Source: sample tip from http://marketing.pcworld.com/superguides ] 
 
========================================== 
 
Getting the latest on computer security threats 
 
The United States government’s Computer Emergency Readiness Team sends 
out missives the instant it hears about serious threats to the nation’s computers. 
You can get e-mail notification as soon as the CERT learns of new viruses, hack 
attacks, online scams, or other Net threats. Go to: http://www.us-cert.gov and 
sign up to receive cyberalerts.  Be the first on your block to know what’s truly new 
and dangerous on the Internet. 
 
============================================================ 
 
Getting help from Bill Gates 
 
Getting technical assistance from Microsoft for software issues can be a huge 
challenge and not something you’re likely to forget too soon. If Windows or Office  
or some other Microsoft program came preinstalled on your computer and your 
vendor’s software warranty is still in force, then you should contact your OEM 
(Original Equipment Manufacturer).  If you’re not sure whether your software was 
installed on your computer when you purchased it, visit the Microsoft support 
web site to determine its status: �
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?id=fh;en-us;oemdirectory. 
 
If your Microsoft product was purchased separately, you have no choice but to 
contact Microsoft. Installation issues are dealt with for free, and Microsoft 
provides free support for two “incidents” on top of that within five years of the 
product’s release date. Specific products vary in the length of time they receive 
support. To determine if your product still qualifies for support, go to: 
http://support.microsoft.com/lifecycle . 
 
To get telephone support,  start at  http://support.microsoft.com/gp/cntactms, 
scroll down to Assisted Support, and click on “Select a product to view your 



assisted support options”. On the next page, locate your particular software, 
click, and you’ll find the right phone number for your software. You can also get 
information for on-line consultations on that same page, but you need to be 
registered with Microsoft Passport to take advantage of that service. (Go to:  
https://register.passport.net to sign up.) Microsoft recommends that you either go 
online or call, but not both, since you use up your two chances at free support 
that way. After you’ve exhausted your free incidents entitlement, support will 
typically cost you $35 per incident.  Advanced issues may cost as much as $245. 
 
For help with lost, broken, missing, or defective hardware, software, manuals, 
etc., go to:  http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?kbid=326246 to appeal to 
the Microsoft Supplemental Parts team.  You must have proof of purchase.  
 
Often your best bet is self-help online support which is available for a minimum of 
10 years after a software product is released. (Windows 95 users are now out of 
luck, and Windows 98 users soon face the same fate.) By using Microsoft’s 
online Knowledge Base articles, FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions), 
troubleshooting tools, and other resources available at: 
http://support.microsoft.com/gp/advsearch, you may be able resolve your issue 
without contacting Microsoft directly, always a pleasant alternative. 
 
Still another self-help option that is often very fruitful is to check with the 
Microsoft newsgroups, forums, chats, and blogs.  Go to: 
http://www.microsoft.com/communities/default.mspx .  Here you’ll be able to 
consult with other users who in all likelihood have experienced the same 
problems you are experiencing and can offer suggestions or solutions. 
 
If all else fails, you might try e-mailing Bill Gates, if you can find his e-mail 
address (a closely guarded secret). Perhaps contacting him at Microsoft might be 
easier:  Bill Gates, Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 
98052-6399, Tel: (425) 882-8080 , Fax: (425) 706-7329.  Good luck! 
 
 
============================== 
 
COMPUTER QUOTES 

 

Pencil and paper /n./: an archaic information storage and transmission 
device that works by depositing smears of graphite on bleached wood pulp. 
More recent developments in paper-based technology include improved 
`write-once' update devices which use tiny rolling heads similar to mouse 
balls to deposit colored pigment. All these devices require an operator skilled 
at so-called 'handwriting' technique."    —[Source:  
http://www.ccil.org/jargon/jargon_toc.html] 

…………………………………………………… 



"Reading computer manuals without the hardware is as frustrating as 
reading sex manuals without the software."    — Arthur C. Clarke [Source: 
http://www.mindspring.com/~mmessall/quotes/clarke.txt ] 

��������������������������� 

"I think there is a world market for maybe five computers."    — Thomas 
Watson, chairman of IBM, 1943.   

 

"There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home."    — Ken 
Olson, president/founder of Digital Equipment Corp., 1977. 

 

"640K ought to be enough for anybody."    — Bill Gates, 1981. 

 

"Every operating system out there is about equal... We all suck."    —
 Microsoft senior vice president Brian Valentine describing the state of the 
art in OS security, 2003. 

[Source of all four: 
http://www.gdargaud.net/Humor/QuotesComputer.html#Hardware ] 

 
============================================================ 
 
CYBERHUMOR 
  
 
Movies created by techies 
 
Imagine if techies took over Hollywood and created movies like Spamlet and 
Fatal Attachment.  Here are a few other flicks they might churn out. 
 
1. Meet the Patents--Sides are drawn when Macintosh takes Bill Gates to court 
over the Windows 95 operating system.  
 
2. DOS Boot--A submarine captain gets lost when his Windows OS starts up in 
Safe Mode and he's forced to navigate the sub from the C: prompt using only text 
commands.  
 
3. Texas Instruments Massacre--Bruce Willis goes on a rampage after having to 
endure debugging Texas Instruments microcode.  
 
4. A Bug's Life--The software development cycle, as told by computer-animated  
representations of the little glitches themselves. Not  recommended for children.  
 



5. AOLians--Space Marines to rescue colonists taken over by parasitic alien eggs 
hidden inside billions of ancient computer CDs distributed by mail, inside cereal 
boxes, inside magazines, etc.   
 
6. The Bridge on the Router Kwai--A POW camp is full of network administrators 
who build the  ultimate network, only to have one escapee return with a band of  
rogues to infect it with a malicious virus.  
 
[Source: http://www.mcsdtechcenter.org/humor/movies.htm ] 
 
 
============================================== 
 
Computer terms worth knowing 
 
BACKUP - What you do when you run across a skunk in the woods  
BAR CODE - Them's the fight'n rules down at the local tavern  
BUG - The reason you give for calling in sick  
BYTE - What your pit bull dun to cusin Jethro  
CACHE - Needed when you run out of food stamps  
CHIP - Pasture muffins that you try not to step in  
TERMINAL - Time to call the undertaker  
CRASH - When you go to Junior's party uninvited  
DIGITAL - The art of counting on your fingers  
DISKETTE - Female Disco dancer  
FAX - What you lie about to the IRS  
HACKER - Uncle Leroy after 32 years of smoking  
HARDCOPY - Picture looked at when selecting tattoos  
INTERNET - Where cafeteria workers put their hair  
KEYBOARD - Where you hang the keys to the John Deere  
MAC - Big Bubba's favorite fast food  
MEGAHERTZ - How your head feels after 17 beers  
MODEM - What ya did when the grass and weeds got too tall  
MOUSE PAD - Where Mickey and Minnie live  
NETWORK - Scoop'n up a big fish before it breaks the line  
ONLINE - Where to stay when taking the sobriety test  
ROM - Where the pope lives  
SCREEN - Helps keep the skeeters off the porch  
SERIAL PORT - A red wine you drink with breakfast  
SUPERCONDUCTOR - Amtrak's Employee of the year  
 
[Source: http://www.starketech.com/humor/terms2.htm ] 
 
========================================= 
 
 



If you enjoyed this bulletin,  contact us at: apousada@earthlink.net to be added 
to the list of subscribers. 


